The transmission coefficient and WKBJ approximation can be adopted for constructing the true amplitude propagators. For vertically inhomogeneous media, the WKBJ approximation or transmission coefficients can be applied on the plane waves at each depth to get the true amplitudes. While for the media with lateral variation, the correction coefficients vary with horizontal locations, and cannot be applied on the global plane waves. However, the beamlet propagators decompose the wavefield into localized beamlets, and the laterally varying WKBJ or transmission correction coefficients can be conducted on a localized basis at each depth. In this paper, the theory for the localized WKBJ and transmission corrections are proposed and implemented with the local cosine basis (LCB) beamlet propagator. Numerical examples of the impulse responses are calculated to demonstrate the feasibility of the local WKBJ and local transmission corrections.
Introduction
Theoretically, the WKBJ solution is valid only for vertically smoothly varying media, in which velocity v(z) is a function of depth (e.g. Morse and Feshbach, 1953; Aki and Richards, 1981; Clayton and Stolt, 1981; Stolt and Benson, 1986) . It has been also obtained and generalized to complex media by introducing an extra amplitude term based on transport equation of high-frequency asymptotics to the traditional one-way wave equation that satisfy only the eikonal equations (Zhang, 1993; Zhang, et al., 2003) . Based on the principle of energy conservations, it also can be derived as transparent propagator, by introducing the concept of transparent boundary condition (Wu and Cao, 2005) .
While for the media with rapid velocity variation, the WKBJ approximation could be invalid. For one-way methods, the reflected waves are omitted and the transmitted waves may not be their true values. But for most cases, especially for the media with limited sharp velocity interfaces, the transmission coefficient for one-way wave provides a good approximation to the true transmitted waves.
For the vertical heterogeneous media, the wavenumber dependent WKBJ approximation and transmission coefficient can be implemented on each global wavenumber (plane wave) at each depth. While for the heterogeneous media, the correction coefficients vary with location and can't be applied on the global wavenumber directly. On the other hand, the beamlet propagation method decomposes the wave field into beamlets and each beamlet has a location and local wavenumber (Wu et al., 2000; Wang and Wu, 2002; Luo and Wu, 2003; Luo, et al, 2004; Luo and Wu, 2005) , the location and wavenumber dependent WKBJ and transmission corrections can be applied on localized beamlets at each depth.
Global WKBJ and transmission correction
For heterogeneous media 
We first consider a simple case where velocity is a function of depth z alone, i.e., ) (z v v = . The wavefield at depth z can be decomposed to a superposition of plane waves
where x k is the horizontal wavenumber. Each plane wave
where z k is the vertical wavenumber and it is velocity dependent.
For each plane wave, the phase and the amplitude should change after one step of propagation. If the velocities vary continually with the depth and the scattering (reflection) loss can be omitted, the WKBJ approximation can be applied, and the downward continuation from depth 0 to z can be written as
. (5) Equation (5) agrees with the WKBJ solution for smoothly varying media (e.g. Stolt and Benson, 1986) . If the velocity varies rapidly with depth and the transmission loss exists, the downward continuation from depth 0 to z can be written as
Equation (6) is a simplified transmission coefficient correction for plane waves, which omits the contribution from x k .
Local WKBJ approximation and transmission correction
For laterally varying media
, the relations (5) and (6) are no longer valid. However, instead of the global plane wave decomposition of the wavefield, the beamlet decomposition is applied to decompose the wavefield into beamlets (Wu et al., 2000; Wang and Wu, 2002; Wang, et al., 2003; Luo and Wu, 2003) ( ) ( ) ( )
where b mn is the decomposition vector (beamlet), ( ) 
is the vertical wavenumber for the beamlet and depends on the velocity in the window.
Each beamlet is localized to its window, and in most cases, the horizontal velocity variation in a window can be very small. As an approximation, instead of the original heterogeneous media
is used to calculate the phase and amplitude change during the propagation (see Fig.2 ). The phase and amplitude between the incident beamlet and transmission beamlet depend on the velocity vertical variation in the window. Similar to the global plane wave propagation in ) (z v media, the WKBJ approximation and transmission coefficient can be applied to the beamlet propagation in windows.
Fig. 2. Beamlet waves propagation in heterogeneous media
If the velocities vary continually with depth within the window and the scattering (reflection) loss can be omitted, the downward continuation beamlet with WKBJ approximation at depth 0 and z can be written as
Here vertical wavenumber z k also depends on the beamlet window location. As shown in Fig.2 , two incident beamlet have different window locations will result to different transmission corrections.
If the velocity varies rapidly with depth and the transmission loss cannot be neglected, the downward continuation beamlet with transmission approximation between depth 0 and z can be written as
Numerical examples
Here, the full wave FD method, one-way phase shift method and LCB method are applied to generate impulse responses for comparison. The full wave FD method is supposed to provide the true amplitude impulse responses in all cases. The phase shift method is convenient for applying the global transmission and WKBJ correction according to (5) and (6). For the LCB beamlet method, at each depth, the frequency space domain wave field is decomposed into local beamlets, and each beamlet has its location and wavenumber. The location and wavenumber related transmission or WKBJ correction coefficient, equation (10) and (11), can be applied to each beamlet separately. For the following calculations, a same Ricker wavelet with dominant frequency 15Hz is used for all the models and methods.
Vertically heterogeneous media
We first calculate the impulse responses in a two-layer model and a vertically linearly varying model to see the effects of the transmission and WKBJ approximation. The LCB method is also applied to these models to see the difference between distance 5.11km distance 4.39km The two-layer model has an upper velocity of 2km/s and a lower velocity of 4km/s, with the interface located at depth 1.5km. The full wave FD method, one-way phase shift method and LCB method are applied to generate impulse responses. As shown in Fig.3 , the wavefields at 0.5s, 1.0s and 1.5s are added together for comparison. We also pick the wave fields at distance 5.11km and 4.39km for comparison. As shown in Fig.4 , the first trace is the wave field by full wave FD methods. The second trace is the difference between the phase shift and FD method. The third trace is with transmission correction, and the fourth trace is with WKBJ correction. We can see from Figs.3 and 4 that: 1) The general amplitude difference between the one-way phase shift method and full wave FD method does exist, but not very large in the small angles, even after the sharp velocity interface;
2) The transmission or WKBJ correction can improve the wave field amplitude after crossing the velocity interface, especially for wide angles; 3) The WKBJ correction seems over corrected the wide angle amplitudes slightly. It is reasonable since it omits the transmission loss; 4) The LCB method with local transmission or WKBJ correction can provide the same results as the phase shift method with global correction; 5) the transmission and WKBJ methods provide nearly the same amplitude improvement in the near vertical angles. It is reasonable because the formula (5) and (6) are similar for small wavenumbers.
The vertically linearly varying model has a minimum velocity of 2km/s, and a linear varying parameter dz dv / of 0.4/s. The wave fields at 0.5s, 1.0s and 1.5s are picked and shown in Fig.5 for comparison. We also pick the wavefield curves at distance 5.11km and 4.39km for comparison, which is shown in Fig.6 . Similarly we see from the Figs.5 and 6 that: 1) The amplitude errors by the one way phase shift method are generally small but increase with the angle and the distance to the source; 2) Global and local transmissions or WKBJ corrections can improve the amplitudes to their true values;
3) The transmission and WKBJ correction make nearly same amplitude improvements, especially for waves with small incident angles, but the WKBJ correction seems provide better amplitude improvements for wide-angle waves.
Heterogeneous media
We also applied the full wave FD method and LCB method to get the impulse response for two heterogeneous media, one is the model which has a high velocity lens, the other is depth and distance related linearly varying model. In these models, the one-way phase shift method and global transmission or WKBJ correction are not valid.
The lens model has a back ground velocity 2km/s and high lens velocity 4km/s. The wavefields at 0.5s, 1.0s and 1.5s are added together for comparison, as shown in Fig.7 . We can see from Fig.8 that both local transmission and WKBJ correction can improve the amplitudes, especially for wide angle waves.
Conclusion
The transmission coefficient and WKBJ approximation can be adopted for constructing the true amplitude propagators. The transmission correction is suitable for rapid velocity changes while the WKBJ approximation favors the smoothly varying media. For vertically heterogeneous media, the transmission and WKBJ corrections can be applied to global plane waves.
Similarly, for laterally varying media, the localized transmission and WKBJ correction can be conducted using localized beamlets.
